
Paris Cub comies
under attack
For years the secretive Paris Club of sovereign creditors has
ruled over debt workouts without comment or criticism. It
dictated terms to the private sector and resisted, where
possible, the writing off of debts to poorer nations. But that
was in the days when official flows were the majority and
private debt was in the hands of the banks. Now bondholders
are outraged that the Paris Club is refusing to adapt its
approach to the new economic environment, one in which
private finance calls the shots. With the Paris Club refusing to
budge on any of the major issues, the stage is set for a
protracted battle. Brian Caplen reports

French civil servants use old-fashioned meth-
ods to persuade Paris Club creditors and
debtors to reach agreement: duress and
subterfuge. Holed up in the vast post-
modernist complex that houses the French
treasury, participants are kept working - or
waiting - throughout the day and night, with
little sleep or food, until one side cracks.

The creditors sit in a windowless confer-
ence hall while the debtors are crammed into a

tiny meeting room downstairs. Offers and
counter-offers are relayed between the parties
by treasury officials who, to quote one dele-
gate, "control the information flow to maxi-
mum advantage". Their aim is to get deals
done rapidly, on terms agreeable to the credi-
tots and that accord with French or G
foreign policy.

This is easy to achieve since Paris Club rules
are not written down but are kept inside the

heads of the treasury officials. A shrewd nego.
tiator will quote the precedent of, say, Guine.
in 1995 onl Naples terms, to push an agreemen.
forward, knowing that few if any delegates wil
have the expertise to challenge it. Even tht
order in which creditors are called on to speali
may have been calculated by the chair tc
encourage a certain outcome.

Many debtors are totally fazed by the expe-
rience, which even one of the creditors
describes as "humiliating and colonial".
While the G7 countries are treated to a grand
lunch, the debtors are reduced to pleading
with an official to order them pizza. At the
same time some debtors are so badly prepared
that they are beaten almost before they start.
Their figures don't add up and usually don't
agree with those of the creditors. Many don't
understand the principle of compound inter-
est. Their best MBAs are working on the
national budget, not starving at the Paris
Club. Only the Russians can survive in these
conditions because they are organized and
have the stamina to outlast everyone else.

"It always struck me that there must be a
better way of doing it," says one former UK
treasury official who used to attend Paris Club
meetings. "When it gets to 3amn, your mind is
fuzzy and you just want to sleep, can you really'
be producing the best results? This approach
seems hopelessly out of date."

"Paris Club meetings are surreal," says,
another participant. "It's like being in a
production of the Wizard of Oz. You lose all
track of time."

Changes are being urged on the Paris Club.,
It is under the spotlight for lack of trans-'~
parency, inflexibility and a hard-line view that:
comparable treatment between distressed'.
private and public sector debts only runs one1
way: if the Paris Club cuts a deal the private1
sector has to follow suit but not vice-versa.

Now there are moves to organize sovereigni
defaults in much the same way as corporate:]
ones, with all the creditors - governmentsIL,
banks, bondholders, multilaterals - being I
involved. The influential Council on Foreignq
Relations in the US has been working on~
proposals to this effect. But no-one expects .
rapid reform. The Paris Club has yet to estab-
lish a website and its press releases have been~
described as "muddled and meaningless". .
One tried and tested club technique is to~
obfuscate the results of a negotiation so that~
all parties can declare victory. Giving up such'
powers by adopting transparency would
clearly be unattractive to the French treasury.

An IMF precedent
Yet the pressure is on, especially since the IMF
- also criticized for secrecy and backroorn
dealing - has made a lot of progress over the
past three or four years in opening up.

Attacks on the Paris Club are coming not
only from predictable quarters, such as hedge
fund managers who have taken a haircut onl
their bonds, hut from senior bankers. Veteran
debt negotiator Bill Rhodes, vice-chairman of
Citigroup, is usually diplomatic and circum-
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'pect aothepyers in internationa
finance. After all he may need to call them up
next time he is involved in a debt workout.
But he feels so strongly about what is happen-
ing that he was adamant his conversation with
Euromoney should be on the record.

"There needs to be a proper working rela-
tionship between the private sector and the
Paris Club," Rhodes says. "They have to sit

"The Paris Club has
not taken the same
kinds of steps to
be transparent as
has the IMF"
down and hear our opinions. The official
sector and the G7 are always talking about
transparency. But what they often mean is
transparency for others, for developing coun-
tries and the private sector. Why don't we have
more transparency in the official sector? There
needs to be more transparency [in the Paris
Club], more flexibility and more dialogue
with the private sector."

Lex Rieffel, who was formerly a debt relief
expert with the US Treasury, and now works
for the Institute of International Finance in
Washington, says: "The IlF's concern is that
the Paris Club is part of the problem rather
than part of the solution. It has not taken the
same kinds of steps forward to be transparent
as has the IMF."

Rieffel wrote two papers on the Paris Club
in the x9gos and in one, published by Prince-
ton University and entitled The role of the
Paris Club in managing debt problems, he
states: "The world of economics and finance is
full of mysteries. While many are genuine and
arise from the complexity of human behavior,
some appear artificially contrived by groups of
players who find it convenient or advanta-
geous to camouflage their activities from
others. The Paris Club is a mystery of the
second category..."

The mystery began in i956 when the Paris
Club first convened to consider how to treat
Argentina's external debt. Since it was never a
legal body and always under the auspices of
the French treasury, it was prevented from
developing into a huge sprawling bureaucracy.
This is clearly to its advantage and enables
rapid deal completion. The downside is that
so much power rests with a few officials. There
is a small permanent secretariat and the chair-
man is always the head of the treasury or the
head of international affairs at the treasury.

The names of past senior officials at the
Paris Club reads like a who's who of French
finance: Michel Canmdessus who went on to be
president of the IMF; Jean-Claude Tricher

now France's central bank governor; Jacques
de Larosi&re, also an IMF president and a past
president of the FEBRD; Christian Noyer, now
an executive director at the ECB; Francis
Mayer, now a vice-president at the European
Investment Bank; and Jean Lemierre, the
current president of the EBRD. The present
incumbent is Jean-Pierre Jouyet, a former
deputy head of the prime minister's office.

Debtors say they can tell how important
they are by who is chairing the meeting (not
always the club chairman) when their requests
for a rescheduling are heard. Meetings on
Russia or Pakistan will probably be chaired by
the top guy. He will have to explain thc
outcome to the French finance minister and
being able to say he kept everybody there until
4am, to drive through a hard bargain, bodes
well for his career. "I always had the feeling
that some of the waiting was so that the chair-
man could impress his minister. For him it
didn't matter because he could just go off to
another part of the building and do his normal
treasury work," recalls a creditor.

But a sub-Saharan African state, especially a
non-francophone one that does not matter to
the politicians, could be chaired by someone
less senior. Given the lack of a manual or a
rulebook by which treasury officials can be
challenged, it's also the case that the outcome
of negotiations depends considerably on the
personality of the treasury official in, charge.

One of the most respected officials is
Philippe de Fontaine Vive, who recently left
his role as vice-president to take up a position
privarizinig French state-owned companies. De
Fontaine Vive is noted as a tough and efficient
negotiator in the typical Paris Club style.

"He uses first principles to form questions
to which the answer can only be 'yes'," says a
creditor delegate. De Fontaine Vive handled
the meeting when Indonesia
rescheduled last April. A k

Another comment on de
Fontaine Vive's style, by a
former delegate, provides clues
as to what are regarded by crit-
ics as the shortcomings of
some other treasury officials.
"He is fairly unusual
among his

colleagues in that he would not allow himself
to be provoked by the obstinate nature of
other members of the Paris Club into anger or
positions that stop the process. Other people
allow themselves to become frustrated and
annoyed and this slows the process. When he
thought it was to his strategic advantage to get
angry he would do so but only when everyone
in the group thought that the person receiving
the rebuff deserved it. Because this is a system
without formal rules, success depends very
much on how adept the negotiator is."

But for all his considerable talents and
intellectual rigour, de Fontaine Vive is
unbending in his position that the fundamen-
tal principles of the club are not going to
change. He met Euromoney in room 5i8zD of
the B~timent Colbert section of the French
treasury on a sticky day in mid-August when
most Parisians had left for les vacances. He was
joined by his successor, Bruno Bezard, and
Jdr6me Walter of the secretariat.

One-way comparability
De Fontaine Vive is young, urbane and
modern in demeanour but during the inter-
view he quickly retreats to the traditional view
that the state's position is non-negotiable. He
says that since September 1998 the Paris Club
has starred having informal discussions with
the private sector hut he does nor envisage any
far-reaching changes in the debt workout
process involving, for example, more formal
communications between the private and
public sectors. And, most controversially, he
says that comparability of treatment will
continue to work in one direction only.

"The fact that the private sector has under-
stood that it [comparable treatment] works
only one way shows that the learning process
[dialogue with the private sector] has been
useful," he says. He says that in cases of sover-

eign indebtedness, multilaterals such as the
IMF are senior to all participants because
they are lenders of last resort. Neither the
Paris Club nor the private sector chal-
lenges that, he says. So why should the
private sector challenge the view that the
club is also senior to it?

k, The official creditors provide new
money and they stick with a debtor

over the long term whereas the
private sector has the option to

sell and quit the market, he
\ says. "If we intervene and

\ provide public goods that
~~ \. ~~ benefit the financial

De Fontaine 'live: young, urbane and modern, but an unbending Paris Club traditionalist
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French treasury: debtors are crammed into a tiny meeting room downstairs

community we want to be sure there is burden
sharing. Comparable treatment runs only one
way and that doesn't change," he says.

Some observers note that the Paris Cluh
used to have a better dialogue with the private
sector. Under Trichet, for example, bankers
were accustomed to receiving calls from the
chairman explaining what was going on. De
Fontaine Vive confirms that this is no longer
the norm. "Don't have the idea that the chair-
man of the Paris Club is supposed to call upon
the chairman of this bank or that pension
fund or a given representative of the bond-
holder community [to consult]. This is not
the responsibility of the Paris Club."

De Fontaine Vive dismisses the idea that
delegates do not get enough to eat at meetings
but he has warned Bezard to be prepared for
sleepless nights. HeI confirms that there is no
manual of Paris Club rules but says that many
club negotiators have far more experience than
him and could casily challenge him if there
were doubts about a principle.

"The Paris Club is not an institution, it's a
non-institution," he says. "There is no charter
and no manual. You have a collective of good
men, representatives of their countries,
and they are used to working together, to get
the best results for both debtor and creditor
countries."

He says that everyone has access to the same
information and that participants have
sufficient confidence in the chair not to ask for
a supporting paper when a precedent is
quoted. They have faith in the system, he says,'
and no-one has evet been so dissatisfied with
the work of the French treasury as to suggest
moving the system elsewhere.

Even though the Paris Club does not have a
manual , it does have a broad set of principles
it works from. They are as follows.
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* Conditionality: a debtor must have an IMF
programme before the Paris Club will agree to
a meeting.
* Casre by case: decisions are taken on a case-
by-case basis to adjust remedies to the country
in question.
* Consensus: no decision can be reached
without a consensus among creditors.
* Solidarity. creditors do not try to seek a
more favourable agreement than those reached
by other countries.
* Comparability of treatment: after negotiat-
ing a deal the Paris Club commits itself to
seeking the same terms from non-Paris Club
creditors.

With all the furore about burden-sharing, it
would be easy to conclude that comparability
of treatment was a new concept. But its inclu-
sion in this list of principles indicates that it's
not. The club has always followed this line of
argument and has always believed comparabil-
ity to be a one way street.

"The club is not an
institution, it's a
non-institution.
There is no charter
and no manual"

During the debt crisis of the 1970s and
i98os, when the Paris Club really grew in
stature, the commercial banks took a 40%
write off on their loans when they were trans-

formed into Brady bonds. But the club did
not do likewise. It followed its standard
approach of granting grace periods and
rescheduling interest payments while
studiously avoiding reducing the stock of
debt. There were successive reschedulings with
such countries as Brazil, Argentina and
Mexico yet never once was there a write-down
of the principal. In fact only in two cases in its
history has the club ever reduced the debt
stock of a middle-income country, and this
was for political rather than economic reasons.,
Driven by the needs of US foreign policy,
Egypt had its debts cut by 5o% as a reward for~
its government's support during the Gulf War.
Poland got similar treatment in recognition'
that it was emerging from communism.

What has changed, however, is the,
economic environment in which the Paris4
Club is imposing comparable treatment.
Previously most private-sector flows consisted'
of bank loans and the banks were prepared to'
accept "one way comparability" because they,
also benefited from the official flows. Most'
club debt relates to trade flows guaranteed b Ye,
export credit agencies. When the debts went,.
bad this private-sector business became thei
responsibility of government departments..,
Since the credit was channelled through banks
they got to do this business without the worry~
of having to collect if things went wrong.

In this period official flows were also much!
more significant in the total composition of
capital flows to emerging markers. Nowl
private-sector flows account for more thanw
8o% of the total and bonds have taken overn
from bank debt as the major source of financ-¶
ing, at least for middle-income countries wirh]
access to the markets. "There is nor a sin~gle.i
country in the world that has an interesting,
future based on projected official flows," says~
Pieffel. "Private capital has to be there."

When the Paris Club engaged in one-way~
comparability in the 19705 and i98os, bond'
holders were excluded as these flows were~
insignificant. The idea grew up that sovereigni
bonds were somehow sacrosanct and imnu~ne'
from restructuring. Bondholders received l
nasty shock in late i999 when the club sought,
a restructuring of Pakistan's three Eurobonds
as a condition for rescheduling official debt.1

The change in approach followed the Russ-!
ian crisis when the government continuedl
servicing Eurobonds while defaulting on otherl
debt. Soon Ecuador, Romania and Ukrainet
were earmarked by the IMF and the Paris'
Club as suitable candidates for the same kind'
of treatment as Pakistan.I

Bondholders are not amused. They argue~
that export credit guarantees are granted for,
policy reasons (supporting national industries~,
such as defence, aerospace and power and to!
assist recipients for strategic reasons) and areci
nor comparable to funds raised in the markets..
They object to comparability only running'
one way and they say that with official flows in.
decline anything that interferes with private,
flows will have a niegative impact on capital'
availability for developing economies.
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